Portone® Entry Systems

OLD WORLD CRAFTSMANSHIP MEETS NEW WORLD ENGINEERING

Sunrise Window and Doors is the exclusive distributor for Portone ® entry systems in Canada.

Experience the rare beauty and timeless elegance that only a PORTONE® entry system can
add to your
home. By combining a long-standing commitment to old world craftsmanship with the durability
and
longevity of cutting edge materials and engineering, each PORTONE® entry system provides
both
the warmth and tradition of wood, but with added strength and security of aluminum.

All PORTONE® entry systems are comprised of welded 3mm thick tubular aluminum laminated
with
solid wood mouldings and veneers in Oak, Mahogany or American poplar. Each door comes
standard
with ball bearing hinges. Exterior finishes include a patented powder coat wood grain finish or a
2-coat
maintenance-free DURANAR® finish in solid colors. Current color selection are provided by
dealer.
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Portone® Entry Systems

All PORTONE® panels can be configured as solid and/or glass inserts. Over size doors can
range
in sizes up to 44” x 108”. Transoms are available in rectangle, segmental and half rounds.
For that extra touch of elegance, custom wrought iron glass is also available. If it’s a
PORTONE®
Terrace entry system you’re looking to add to your home, the solid wood mouldings can be
stained to match even the most distinguished interiors.

Whether you’re building a new home or planning an upgrade, PORTONE® entry systems will
more than
pay for themselves by enhancing the perceived value of your home. PORTONE®, will help your
home take on a lasting and distinguished look with an entry system that compliments any
architectural
style.

PORTONE® not only provides your home with a grand and timeless look, but you’ll also be
standing behind one of the safest and most secure entry systems in the world. Each door can
be
prepped for either standard or mortise type locks, with each embedded in the tubular aluminum
structure for the utmost in security to protect you, your family and your most prized possessions

Because of its robust welded aluminum structure, PORTONE® entry systems are able to
accommodate
the grandest of entrances and terraces, regardless of size. Contact the experts at Sunrise
Window and Door today
to find out more.
MAKE EVERY ENTRANCE GRAND
www.portoneentry.com or 1-866-416-9966
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